Toolset Promotes Carbon-Capture Solution

**CARBON** dioxide (CO₂)—a greenhouse gas that traps heat and makes the planet warmer—is emitted in large quantities from fossil fuel use in power generation and other industries. To reduce environmental impacts of CO₂ by preventing its emission into the atmosphere, scientists are working to develop efficient carbon-capture technologies. Unfortunately, commercially viable carbon-capture processes of sufficient size and sophistication are slow to reach fruition because of the high cost of pilot projects and the lack of computational models to simulate new, potentially promising technologies prior to development.

To help accelerate design, research, and maturation of carbon-capture technologies, a Livermore team, in partnership with colleagues participating in the National Energy Technology Laboratory’s (NETL’s) Carbon Capture Simulation Initiative (CCSI), helped develop the CCSI toolset. A 2016 R&D 100 Award–winning technology, the CCSI toolset is the only fully integrated suite of computational tools and validated models specifically designed to support the development and scale-up of various innovative technologies into carbon-capture solutions.

The CCSI toolset addresses key industry challenges such as gaining a better understanding of sources of error (or uncertainty) in process-simulation results, quantifying and reducing that uncertainty, and assessing the risks of scaling up a particular technology. “This capability is critically important since pilot projects represent an expensive, limited opportunity to collect the data necessary to move a technology to commercial-scale production,” says NETL’s David Miller, the CCSI project’s technical director. “Thus, the CCSI toolset represents a significant advance in the state-of-the-art computational tools and models available for bringing these technologies to market.”

**A Versatile Computational Tool**

The CCSI toolset has interconnected modules for integrating multiscale, multiphysics models with advanced optimization, uncertainty quantification (UQ), and other modeling techniques. As a result, it offers a range of capabilities across the technology development cycle, from identifying the most promising carbon-capture concepts and determining which experiments to conduct, to scaling up the technology to pilot and demonstration studies, and eventually enabling full-scale commercial deployment.

The toolset’s computationally efficient and accurate dynamic models incorporate the physical properties, kinetics, and thermodynamics of a potential carbon-capture technology at three primary scales: laboratory and pilot scales (experiments and resulting data), process system scales (design and optimization metrics), and device scale (validated three-dimensional models and computational fluid dynamics simulations). The CCSI toolset is a hierarchically integrated modeling package wherein data are applied across all submodels so that information generated at one scale is preserved at all other scales. The computational suite includes a seamless verification-and-validation hierarchy that ensures model fidelity and can be used to identify data requirements. The computational suite can also provide fast and accurate nonlinear models.

The toolset also has an advanced machine-learning tool that determines simple algebraic parameters for an array of data types, which are applicable to various chemical processes. It also exploits parallel computing platforms, supports multiple simulation tools and software applications, and automatically manages thousands of simulations in parallel on cloud-based computers.

**Livermore Ensures FOQUS**

Lawrence Livermore was instrumental in providing software-development support and building the CCSI toolset’s UQ and risk-analysis capabilities. Specifically, as part of the toolset’s buildout, Livermore helped establish the UQ capabilities of
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